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About This Game

Set in World War 2, Sudden Strike offers revolutionary real-time-strategy gameplay. Command Russian, German, French,
American and British armies in large scale battles including urban warfare, beach landings and aerial invasions. Whichever

tactics you choose, you will find it in Sudden Strike!

Features

Up to 1000 units per scenario including historically accurate tanks, artillery, infantry and aircraft

Gigantic maps offer unparalleled strategic depth and tactical choices

Destructable terrain, bridges, houses, fortifications and trees

Build fortifications and pontoon bridges
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Contains the original RTS classic "Sudden Strike", "Sudden Strike Forever" add-on and "Total War" map pack

Contains map editor
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Title: Sudden Strike Gold
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Fireglow
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2001
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Everything about this game is Ancient. Just Horribad!. Runs well, despite being much blurrier than the screenshots suggest. I've
got a bit of beef with the mechanics, though, in that they were never explained or clearly indicated. I should be able to get a feel
for what advantage, if any, putting artillery on a hill will have. So it's not just that they were primitive, which is more a matter of
flavour. The game also moves very slowly, so be warned.

All in all, it simply hasn't aged well, although I acknowledge its classic status.
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